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D672     LED Panel Light
Product Show

LED Power: 148W

Power Input: AC 110V-220V

Color temperature: 3200K / 5600K

CRI(Ra): 95

Technical Data
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13. Bracket fixing knob

9.  Angle Fixing Knob

11. Power Switch

12. AC Power Socket

10. Fuse Holder

1. Barndoor

2. 2.4G Antenna

3. Display Screen

5. DMX OUT

4. Address Code Button

6. DMX IN

7. Dimmer Knob

8. Yoke

Product Details

1. Barndoor: For adjusting the illumination range of fixture.

2. 2.4G Antenna: Use to receive 2.4G remote control signals.

3. Display Screen:  For showing the related data.

4. Address Code Button:  For adjusting the address code for the fixture's wireless control.

5. DMX OUT: DMX signal output interface.

6. DMX IN: DMX signal intput interface.

Detailed Description
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7. Dimmer Knob: For adjusting the brightness of the light.

8. Yoke: For connecting the fixture to the light stand and adjusting the direction of the light.

9.  Angle Fixing Knob:  For adjusting and securing the position of the light on in a given position or direction.

10. Fuse Holder: For placing the fuse.

11. Power Switch: For powering on/off the fixture.

12. AC Power Socket: AC power input interface.

13. Bracket fixing knob: For connecting the fixture and adjusting the horizontal direction of fixture on a stand or other 

      mounting solutions.

Usage

1. Connection with the controller

·   The connection cable between the light fixture and control unit, light fixture and light fixture should use three core 

    shielded cable and make sure it's diameter is not less than 0.3mm2. XLR plug/socket and the wires should be 

    connected as the pictures as above.

  ·Pin1, Pin2, Pin3 is for connecting DMX signals, Pin4, Pin5 is connectionless.

    ▲NOTE: When connecting with socket, make sure the internal pins are not in contact with the inner case. The 

                    fixture can match the DMX(1990) control signal.

  ·Plug of five-core and three-core XLR plug/socket conversion.

   The fixture comes with the five-core XLR plug. If you use the three-core XLR plug, kindly follow below instruction.
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3-Pin DMX circuit connection

Connect a 120(OHM) resistance 

between the 2pin and 3pin of the 

XLR plug and then connect it to 

the DMX output socket of the 

last fixture.

120Ω

1

3

PIN 2 PIN 3

2

2. 3-Pin DMX circuit

    In DMX mode, make sure the last light is the only light with cable connected to DMX output. There is a resistance 

    about 120(OHM) between the second pin and third pin of this plug(as below photo). Make sure this plug is installed 

    into the output of the last fixture which can avoid noise and reflection phenomenon caused by DMX signal in the 

    transmitting process.

3. DMX channel control

    When the light is single color, select the address code to 001, it correspond to the CH1 of the console. After 

    confirming the address code, the address code will be the last setting address when turning on the light.

 Five Pin

Pin 1:GND(SCREEN)
Pin 2:Signal(-)
Pin 3:Signal(+)
Pin 4:N/C
Pin 5:N/C

Three Pin 

Pin 1:GND(SCREEN)
Pin 2:Signal(-)
Pin 3:Signal(+)
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figure 1

4. 2.4G Wireless Remote Control

    The D672   is designed to work with a 2.4G remote controller or Nanguang WIFI-APP via WIFI transfer device to 

    control the light remotely.

    NOTE: 2.4G remote controller or WIFI transfer device should be bought additionally. (See separate instructions for 

                remote controller or WIFI transfer device.) 

1. Fix the light on a light stand, unfold the barndoor, adjust the angle fixing knob and bracket fixing knob of the fixture 

     to the the best illumination direction and angle.

2. Please make sure that the power switch on the fixture is in the "off" position,  then connect the power cable and turn 

     on the power.

3. When setting the brightness, rotate the dimmer knob in a clockwise rotation to increase brightness and 

     counterclockwise to decrease brightness. The display will show the data of the brightness range from 

     L.000···L.100.(As figure 1)

Operating Instructions
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4. When setting the address code, press the "+" to increase the address code number and press "-" to decrease the 

     address code number. The display will shows the address code number of the fixture in the range of A.001···A.512. 

     These two buttons support click or long press.(As figure below)

5. When stop using the fixture, turn off the switch.

1. Please open the package to check if it is damaged due to transportation after receiving the light. In case of damaged 

     cased by transportation, please do not use the light and contact the dealer or manufacturer as soon as possible.

2. Do not use a power cord with damaged insulation. Do not unplug hard or drag the power cord directly.

3. Make sure that the power supply voltage used matches the voltage specified by the light before installation.

4. When not using or cleaning the light, please turn it off.

5. Keep the light safely stored and away from children.

Safety Precautions
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1. Please make sure that the power voltage and frequency is within the specified range when connecting the power.

2. When the light is on, don't look direct at the emitter.

3. Don't place objects on the light emitter or allow liquid to flow inside the fixture or the emitter.

4. Don't place fixture near flammable substances like alcohol or gasoline.

5. When cleaning the fixture, please wipe off debris or dirt using cloth and only dampen with water or light cleanser. 

6. The fixture should be placed in a well ventilated place and do not use  in humid, dusty or overheated environment. 

     Please also check if the ventilation hole is not obstructed.

7. Do not repair the fixture yourself. Repair professionals, please adhere the user manual while troubleshooting.

8. For optimal cooling of the fixture, the vents should not be covered whening using, or will damage the equipment. 

     When using the fixture for a long time, the temperature of the fixture is high, please pay attention to anti-scalding.

Notice

What's in the box ? Please kindly check

D672   × 1 Power Cable × 1 User Manual × 1

Guangdong NanGuang Photo&Video Systems Co., Ltd

USER MANUAL
D672     LED Panel Light
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Fault Detection

The fixture won't boot up properly.

The fixture can light normally, 
but controllers are not function.

Diagnosis

If the failure is not solved after the above troubleshooting procedures, please contact the dealer or manufacturer for repair.

LCD display is on but can not opreate light.

1. Please check if the power of the fixture is in "off" position.
2. Please check if there are any loose connection between 
    the adapter, power cord or port on fixture.

1. Please check whether the DMX original address setting of 
    the fixture is correct or not.
2. Please check if the XLR signal cable is connected correctly 
    or is damaged.

The internal CPU is damaged, please contact the supplier or 
return to the manufacture.

Genaral Fault Detection and Diagnosis    

This manual and all stats within it were produced under controlled conditions, and are accurate at 
time of print. Any future changes to design/technical data can be found at www.nanlite.com.



www.nanlite.com

+86-754-85751187

    service@nanlite.com       

+86-754-85300887

Zhanglin,324,Dongli Chenghai Shantou Guangdong China

Version:V2 2020-01-09
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